
 

 

TECHNICAL BRIEF 
 
It has been shown that there is a positive correlation between the activity of the enzyme Glutathione 
Peroxidase (GPX), in whole blood of cattle and selenium status (1,2).  Because of this Randox 
Laboratories have produced a diagnostic kit for the measurement of GPX in whole blood (RANSEL).  
Most clinical laboratories have established methods for determining GPX. However, because of 
differences in the concentrations of the various constituents used, it has been difficult to compare GPX 
results from one laboratory to another.   
 
For example, increasing the concentration of glutathione or peroxide in the test will increase the 
apparent GPX level.  Poor stability of working reagent (3 hours) means that the method can be 
laborious due to the frequent necessity of complex reagent preparation.  RANSEL's working reagent is 
stable for up to 2 days, and the concentration of the various components are constant, thus, enabling 
very accurate inter-laboratory comparisons. 
 
The table below provides an approximate correlation of whole blood selenium in mg/l with GPX using 
the RANSEL kit.  These figures are provided for guidance only, as it was necessary to make an 
assumption on average haemoglobin and PCV values. 
 

Animal Status Whole Blood 
Selenium mg/l 

GPX;  37∀C 
Units/g Hb 

GPX;  37∀C 
Units/ml PCV 

Deficient < 0.05 < 60 < 18 

Low/Marginal 0.051 - 0.083 61 - 100 18.5 - 30.3 

Marginal 0.084 - 0.110 101 - 130 30.6 - 39.4 

Adequate > 0.11 > 130 > 39.4 
 
 
These values have been noted by the Veterinary Research Laboratories (Stormont, Belfast, UK.) to 
apply to cattle and sheep, and are what they consider to be normal levels in Northern Ireland.  
However, in different regions, because of variables such as diet etc. other laboratories may have 
different ranges.  By quoting the blood selenium level in mg/l and equating it to the value of GPX 
obtained using RANSEL, it should be possible for every laboratory to equate RANSEL GPX values they 
have been obtaining in their own laboratories. 
 
ILLUSTRATION 
 
a) A bovine sample was diluted 0.05 ml + 2.0 ml of diluting agent and the following results were 

recorded: 
 

At 37∀C Blank 310 U/l of haemolysate 

 Sample 794 U/l of haemolysate 

Subtracting blank 484 U/l of haemolysate 
 
 The result obtained using the RANSEL kit is in units/litre of haemolysate and must be multiplied by 

the appropriate dilution factor to obtain the result in units/litre of whole blood, thus 
 
   484 x 41 = 19,844 U/l of whole blood 
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   ΑΒΧ    
 

b) Converting to Units/ml PCV: 
 
 After spinning 1 ml of cells, a PCV of 0.33 ml was obtained 
 
  Sample Value:  19.84 Units GPX / ml whole blood 
 
   19.84 
  ie. ─── = 60.12 Units GPX / ml PCV 
    0.33 
 
 
c) Converting to Units / gm Haemoglobin: 
 
 A value of 10 g haemoglobin / dl was obtained 
 
  having:  1984 Units GPX / 100 ml 
                    1984 
 Therefore, Sample Value = ─── = 198.4 Units GPX / g Hb 
          10 
 
 These values would correspond to a selenium level of 0.167 mg/litre whole blood and comparing to 

the values in table 1, there would appear to be an adequate level of selenium. 
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